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The
The National
for English
Curriculum for
National Curriculum
The main
The
main stimulus
for the
the writing
writing of this book is the new
stimulus for
new
National Curriculum
National
Curriculum for
for English, which
which came into force in
1990. (Teaching for
the first
first stage
for the
started a year
stage started
year earlier, and
for
for the
the other
stages is phased in between
three stages
other three
between 1990 and
The relevant
document is the ‘Education (National
relevant document
1992.) The
Curriculum) (Attainment
Study
Curriculum)
(Attainment Targets and Programmes
Programmes of Study
in
Order 1990’,
1990’, which
which was
laid
before
Parliain English) (No. 2) Order
was
ment on 6 March
March 1990. I shall
‘the National
shall call this just
ment
just ’the
Curriculum’.
Curriculum’. Its
pages give quite a detailed
English
Its 43 pages
detailed plan for English
teaching across the
years of compulsory
the 11 years
education.
teaching
compulsory education.
The National
recommenThe
National Curriculum
Curriculum follows closely
closely the recommen—
of a much
dations of
document, English for Ages 5 to 16
much longer document,
dations
(Department of
and Science and the Welsh Office,
Office,
of Education
Education and
(Department
of a brief
by the Secwhich consists of
brief introduction
introduction by
June 1988), which
retaries of
of State
Education and Science and for Wales, and
State for
for Education
retaries
the
of
the report
of
a
committee
chaired by Professor Brian Cox. For
committee
report
short we can call this
short
130-page book ‘the
this 130-page
’the Cox report’.
report’. It consists
of
three ‘official’ chapters,
of three
chapters, on oral
(speaking and
oral language (speaking
listening),
writing, respectively,
by 14
listening), reading and writing,
respectively, followed by
background chapters
official
the
background
chapters which explain and justify
justify
chapters
such important
bilingual
details on such
add details
chapters or add
matters as bilingual
important matters
children. No
the
National
Curriculum
will
provoke
children.
No doubt
doubt the National Curriculum
provoke
some debate
how it should
debate about
about how
should be interpreted,
interpreted, so it is
important
chapters
important to see it in the context of the explanatory
explanatory chapters
of
the Cox report.
of the
report.
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Curriculum the
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‘English’
In the
of
different
’attainment
number
into
are grouped
into
a
number
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different
‘attainment
targets’,
targets’,
grouped
described in
each described
each
in a separate
chapter:
separate chapter:
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There
complications for
for spelling
and handwriting,
There are
spelling and
handwriting,
slight complications
are slight

which merge
which
levels into
into ‘presentation’.
merge at higher levels
’levels’
these attainment
ten ‘levels’
Cutting
the ten
attainment targets are the
Cutting across these
for part II of
of this
basis for
which
the basis
this book.
book. Average
which provide
provide the
level 1 when
pupils are expected to start
when they enter
enter primary
primary
start at
at level
pupils
level 66 or 77 when
and to
school and
school
to have
have reached
reached level
when they
they finish
finish
the
at age 16; but
compulsory
secondary schooling, at
but the brightest
brightest
compulsory secondary
slowest ones
this age,
will reach
reach level
level 10 by this
and the
the slowest
pupils will
age, and
differences in
be at
will
still be
will still
at level
level 3, so enormous
in speed
speed of
of
enormous differences
This
the
progress
the
range.
This
complicompliacross
ability
are
expected
progress
methods
devise syllabuses or teaching
cates any
any attempt
attempt to
to devise
teaching methods
for
levels
the
for the
the various
various levels,
for
levels, because
because for some levels the pupils
pupils could
could
of any
be of
be
age from
from 6 to 16!
16!
any age
the ﬁgure,
and ages
levels and
The relation
relation between
The
between levels
is shown
shown in
in the
figure,
ages is
and
of
Education
Science
based on a figure in
based
in a Department
of
Education
and
Science
Department
and
’National Curriculum:
Curriculum: task
task group on assessment
assessment and
report ‘National
all
curriculum
testing‘ (1987). The
The same system applies
to all curriculum
applies to
testing’
this
M’s in
in this
Each of
subjects, and
and not
not only to
to English. Each
of the
the M's
and
level
for
the
concerned,
the
median
shows
diagram
shows
the
median
level
for
the
age
concerned,
and
diagram
age
l
limits
the
within
about
the X’s ‘represent
the
a
rough
speculation
about
the
limits
within
speculation
’represent
lie’.
levels
The
found
be found to
which about
80% of
of the
the pupils may be
to lie‘. The levels '
which
about 80%
GCSE.
between
and 10 correspond
correspond to
to A
A at
at GCSE.
to grades FF to
between 7 and
defines the
National Curriculum
The National
Curriculum defines
the curriculum
curriculum partly
The
by
partly by
level should
saying what
the pupils
pupils at each
each level
should know
know (‘statements
what the
(’statements
and partly by saying how
of attainment’),
of
attainment’), and
how they
they should
should be
be
the
(‘programmes of
of study’). Unfortunately
document
Unfortunately the document
taught (’programmes
does
terms of
does not
have a clear
clear structure
in terms
of chapters or sections,
sections,
structure in
not have
of
its
to
shall have
so I shall
have to make
make up
my
own
way
of
referring
to its
referring
up my
way
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attainment’
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attainment’
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targets
listed
above.
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AT4/5, as listed above. These are accompanied
three
to AT4/5,
accompanied by just three
of study’,
‘programmes
study‘, for
for speaking/listening,
speaking/listening, reading,
reading, and
and
’programmes of
shall call these
these
writing/spelling/handwriting respectively. I shall
P53. These
and PS3.
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PS2 and
These rather
rather complex relations
relations are summar—
summar—
P81,
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ised below:
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Grammar in
in the
Curriculum
Grammar
the National
The question
that concerns us here
what status
The
here is precisely what
question that
grammar
has
in
the
official
curriculum
for
English.
has
the
We start
in
curriculum
grammar
with
remarks.
with some general remarks.
The Cox committee, which developed the details of the
The
National
for English, was explicitly asked
build
National Curriculum
Curriculum for
asked to build
of the
the recommendations
recommendations of
on the
the Kingman committee. This
This
is important
background
information,
because
Kingman
because
the
important background information,
Kingman
committee
consider what
what children
should know
children should
committee was set up
up to consider
about
the broad
broad definition
of ’grammar’
‘grammar’ that
definition of
about language; given the
that
I have
in this
this book, much
work was concerned
have assumed
much of its
assumed in
its work
concerned
with
The Kingman committee was itself
itself set up
with grammar.
grammar. The
up
because the
the question
because
question of
of teaching
teaching about
the
about language was the
most controversial
in the
the general debate
the future
future
controversial one in
debate about
about the
structure
of the
‘English’. Its
report was published
the subject ’English’.
Its report
structure of
published in
March 1988 (Report of the Committee of Inquiry
March
Inquiry into the Teaching
of English Language, HMSO),
and
its
enthusiastic
support for
for
and
its
enthusiastic
HMSO),
support
of
the teaching
the
grammar can be
the following extracts.
be seen in
in the
teaching of grammar
1.12 It is arguable that
that . . . mastery
mastery [of the
might
the English language] might
be achieved
be
achieved without
without explicit knowledge
knowledge of the
structure of the langu—
languthe structure
the ways
age
it is used
used in
in society. But there
there is no positive
positive
ways it
age or the
advantage
such ignorance. It
It is
important to teach
teach about
is just
in such
about
advantage in
just as important
environment as about
environment, or
about our physical environment,
our language environment
about the
the structure
structure of English as about
about
the structure of the atom.
about the
And since
believe that
that knowledge about
And
since we believe
about language, made explicit
that moment
when the
the pupil is ready, can underpin and
and promote
promote
at that
moment when
mastery
argument is even stronger.
mastery as well, the argument
stronger.
.

.

.

— and
If we are to help pupils
2.11 i. . . If
pupils function
function intellectually and we
take
be a prime purpose
purpose of education
take this
this to be
education —- we must spend
spend time
in English
examining words
how each
each contributes
in
classes examining
words and
and how
contributes to
English classes
.

.

the
of a sentence.
We need
pupils into
into situations
situations
the meaning
need to
sentence. We
to put
meaning of
put pupils

where
bound to reﬂect
reflect upon
complex associations of
where they are bound
the complex
upon the
— the
words
and to value
value words
currency words themselves
themselves and
words not
the
not just as currency
small
passed between
between individuals
communicate
small change passed
individuals in order to communicate
— but
easily —
aids to thinking.
thinking.
but as powerful aids
2.27 .. . we believe
believe that
that for children
taught anything
children not to be taught
anything
about
their disadvantage.
disadvantage.
about language is seriously to their
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2.29 Awareness
Awareness of
of the
the forms
forms of language
an entirely
entirely natural
natural
language is an
development .. .. i. it
becomes quite
about language
language in
it becomes
development
quite natural to talk about
If a pupil
classrooms. If
sentences,
classrooms.
pupil keeps on omitting
omitting main verbs from sentences,
it is inefficient
specific omissions,
omissions,
inefficient to keep on drawing
it
attention to specific
drawing attention
when by understanding
when
understanding that there is a word class (i.e. verb),
verb), which
functions as the
the nucleus of each sentence,
sentence, the pupil
can in future
functions
pupil can
check
check the
the presence
verb for himself.
having difficulty
difficulty
himself. If a pupil
pupil is having
presence of a verb
with
pronouns,
they or
or them throughthroughwith pronouns, scattering
scattering words such as she or
or they
out a text, providing
providing inadequate
inadequate guidance
as
to
what
she,
they
guidance
they or
or
them refers
refers to, it is clearly
clearly of importance
importance that
that the pupil
pupil begin
begin to
apply a general rule
knowledge of
rule of reference which implies
implies the knowledge
the relationship
relationship of pronoun
pronoun to noun.
Since,
therefore,
the
noun. Since, therefore, teacher and
pupil
need,
in
discussion,
a
in
word
which refers to a class of terms
discussion,
pupil
(i.e. pronouns)
pronouns) there
good reason
term. Teachers
there is no good
reason not to use
use that term.
and pupils,
the
process
editing
redrafting
written work,
work,
and
of
the
in
and
pupils,
editing
redrafting written
process
will
helped by
descriptive
language
to
about
it,
will be helped
technical
talk
by descriptive
language to
it,
using
terms
such
‘word’,
‘sentence’
or
‘paragraph’.
Then
it
is
such
terms
‘sentence’
’word',
as
using
or ’paragraph’. Then it is
that good progress
made.
Teaching
language
must
will
be
likely that
Teaching language must
progress
involve
involve talking about
about language, since learning
without that activity
learning without
activity
is slow, inefficient
inequitable (in that it favours those whose
inefficient and inequitable
enables them
them to generalise without
without tuition).
ability enables
tuition).
2.31
one of the the school’s
school's duties is to enable children to
acquire Standard
their right.
Standard English, which is their
matter
right. This is not a matter
of
of controversy: no item of evidence received by
by the Committee
contained disagreement
with this point.
point.
contained
disagreement with
4.33 It should
the duty of all teachers to instil in their pupils
pupils aa
should be
be the
civilised respect
for
languages
an
understanding
civilised
for
other
and
languages
an understanding of the
respect
relations between
English. . . .. Informed and
relations
between other languages
languages and English.
socially productive
productive attitudes
attitudes will ﬂourish in classrooms where both
socially
children
language as
children and
and teachers are accustomed to treat language
as a fit
attitudes
such
subject for study. Pupils are most likely
and
attitudes
likely to acquire
acquire
accompanying
accompanying knowledge through
through active investigation.
investigation.
.

.

The
committee, drawing
up the National Curriculum,
Curriculum,
The Cox committee,
drawing up
accepted these
without reservation,
as
can be seen
seen
these conclusions
conclusions without
reservation,
can
most clearly in
chapter 6 of the Cox report,
report, entitled
‘Knowledge
in chapter
entitled ’Knowledge
about
continuity between
between the thinking
thinking of the
about language’. The continuity
committees can be seen from paragraphs
paragraphs 5 and 6 of this
two committees
chapter:
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6.5 Despite its
arguments, the
its cogent
the conclusions
conclusions of the Kingman
cogent arguments,
Kingman
Inquiry in
favour of the
the teaching of knowledge about language
language are
in favour
Inquiry
are
still
still rejected by some. We ourselves
ourselves therefore
necessary to
therefore find it necessary
state a case for
about language.
for teaching pupils about
6.6 Two
justifications for teaching pupils
pupils explicitly
explicitly about
about language
language
Two justifications
are,
ﬁrst,
the
positive
on
aspects
of
their
use
language
effect
the
of
first,
positive
use language and
are,
aspects
an important
important part
part
the general value of such
such knowledge
secondly, the
as
knowledge
an
of
of their
their understanding
of
their
social
and
cultural
environment,
of
social
and
their
cultural
since
environment,
understanding
has vital
vital functions
language has
individual and of
functions in the
the life of the individual
society.

The intention
The
the Cox committee
unambiguous:
committee is therefore unambiguous:
intention of the
the teaching
of
‘knowledge
about
language’
an
essential
of
the
is
about
teaching
an essential
part of
of the
the subject ’English’.
‘English’. However
narrowly we
However broadly or narrowly
we
part
interpret the
word ’grammar’,
‘grammar’, it is included
‘knowledge of
the word
included in ’knowledge
language‘
and therefore
therefore needs
needs a prominent
English
language’ and
prominent place in English
teaching.
This said, however, it
This
it is important
important to notice that knowledge
knowledge
about language is not given the status of
distinct ’attainment
‘attainment
about
of a distinct
knowledge about
assessed
about language is not assessed
target’, so a pupil‘s
pupil’s knowledge
such. Pupils are assigned
as such.
assigned to one of the levels in each
of speaking/listening,
of
handreading, writing,
speaking/listening, reading,
writing, spelling and hand—
writing,
in knowledge
knowledge about
about language. This arrangearrangebut not in
writing, but
advantages. On
emphasises
has some advantages.
On the one hand it emphasises
ment has
the importance
of knowledge
knowledge about
target
the
about language to all the target
importance of
and on the
skills; and
the other
other it
it recognises the
the harsh realities of the
present, in
which many
many English teachers don’t themselves
themselves
in which
present,
know enough
about language (and about
about grammar
grammar in
know
enough about
cope with
with the
separate target.
the demands
demands of a separate
particular) to cope
target. But
the main
the
remember is that
that the exclusion of knowledge
knowledge
main point
point to remember
about language
from the
the list
list of attainment
targets does not
about
attainment targets
language from
suggest
anything
about
importance,
preits
relative
about
suggest anything
importance, because preof
cisely the
is true
the study
literature, which
which is
the same is
the
study of literature,
universally accepted as one of the
English
the central activities of English
universally
teaching.
The
report‘s ofﬁcial
official section is divided
divided on
on the basis
basis of
The Cox report’s
the three
attainment targets,
targets, as already explained,
explained, but
but it
the
three main
main attainment
assumes
teaching about
about language permeates
permeates all of these
that teaching
assumes that
targets,
is therefore
therefore mentioned
under all three
and is
mentioned (frequently) under
targets, and
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of
of them.
them. This
picture of what
This makes
makes it difficult to build a clear picture
the National
expects in this area,
brought
National Curriculum
the
Curriculum expects
area, so I have brought
together the
knowledge about language.
language.
the main
main references to knowledge
together
The Cox report
report does this on a more
scale, in sections
The
more limited scale,
6.22-4, but
targets as the basis for organisorganis6.22—4,
it still
still assumes the targets
but it
ation —
— that
separate lists of targets
speaking,
that is, it gives separate
ation
for
speaking,
targets
reading, and
and writing.
reading,
writing.
In the
the following list
list I have chosen instead
instead to
to classify
classify the
In
references
starting with
references according to the level of attainment,
attainment, starting
level
level 1 and
ending at level 10. It seems
seems fair to assume
assume that
and ending
children will
will be working
working at the same
level
across
most children
same
across all the
targets,
though
some
of
course
may
be
more
advanced
in, say,
of
targets, though
more advanced in,
may
say,
writing. This makes it easier to think about
in writing.
than in
reading than
the kind
kind of language
language work that would be suitable
group
the
suitable for aa group
working
at
a
particular
level.
working
particular
My list of extracts is also a lot fuller than the one
one in 6.22—4 of
the
the Cox report,
which is based entirely
entirely on
on the list of attainment
report, which
targets.
My
some
prolist
also
includes
targets.
some extracts from the programmes
of
study,
includes
references
to
the
earlier
levels
of
includes
grammes
report list starts at level 5), and covers
covers skills,
the Cox report
(whereas the
skills,
such as the use of Standard
Standard English and being
such
being able to consult aa
dictionary, which
which I believe presuppose
some explicit
explicit teaching
teaching
dictionary,
presuppose some
about language. The
The National Curriculum
Curriculum gives
gives examples
examples of
about
all the
the attainment
target items, which I have included
included only
only
attainment target
when they seemed
target items
seemed helpful. Unlike the attainment
when
attainment target
they have
have no legal status.
first extract is important
important enough
enough to stand on
on its own.
own. It
My first
any particular
particular level of achievement.
tied to any
is not tied
achievement.
PSI:11
PSl:ll

Pupils should be encouraged
respect their own
own
encouraged to respect
language(s) or dialect(s) and those of others.

(The reference
reference to P51:11
PSl:l1 means the section of the National
Curriculum
Curriculum that
that deals with
with the programmes
programmes of study
study for
speaking and
listening (PSI),
(PS1), paragraph
paragraph 11.)
and listening
speaking

